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INTRODUCTION 

The 	 history of psychology contains a myriad of theories 

to explain human behavior and human p~oblems. From 

Behaviorism each theory has attempted to describe. 

and finally p~edict what man is, within· a particular 

of thoughts One of the newest attempts at this complex 

roblem is·a system called Transactional Analysis (TA). Be~ 

of it's relative youth it, as have other theories. will 

to be tested for ita value·as a psychological theory. 

take several format· in an application 

theraputic or clinical situation testing how well it 

troubled peoplewlth their problemst or in an 

on a whole. including the 

evelopment and growth of· ea.ch person ashe deals with others.• 

It is the purpose of this thesis to test the va'lue of 

ansactional Analysis in an application to an area of human 

That is, the area of human sexuality and various 

of maturity within that area. These theories are 

~fuy ~ I Afra~d to Love? 

~ I Lov.e? by John F. Me Goey. SFM I and The 

Myths. Fables and Hang-uEs by Eugene C • .. 
Kennedy. 

It will be shown that Transactional Analysis is quite 

successful in the interpetation of each author's main points, 

thus showing that TA is a valuable contribution to· the study 

of mants behavior. 
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CHAPTER I 

BASIC PREMISES 

The discussion of Transaotional Analysis as applied to 

heoriesof sexual·maturity. -entails first. an understanding 

f the basic premises whioh provide the scientific foundation 

or this system. of thought. Each premise. from the social 

ntercourse theory of Eric Berne to the results of intra.... 

ranial stimulation. oorrespondingly provides the basis for 

particular section of the whole TA system. The. discussion. 

hen, of these premises will show the link betw&en a specifio 

remise and the definition of terms and the utilization of a 

ection in TA, thus preparing·for the application to the 

heorles of sexual rnaturi ty." 

The first premise of Transactional Analysis consists of 

the social intercourse theory presented by Eric Berneo (1961, 

1,964 ) He begins his disCQurse by oiting the conclusion of a 

s~udy by Spitz who "has found that infants deprived of hand ... 
• W"l.. 

ling over a long period will tend at length to sink into an 

irreversible decline and are prone to succumb event\lally to 

incurrent disease." (Berne, 1964, pe 13) Other experimenters 

working with monkeys also have found a retardation of social 

processes and intelligence when a young monkey is raised in an 

environment without his. mother or other young monkeys. Berne 

calls the dynamiC undet-lying these observable behaviors, a 

"stimulus hunger." (Berne. 1961. p. 83) 

This "stimulus.,.hunger lt most often talces the form of. a . 
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need for intimate physical' contact such as that which an inD 

fant receives from his mother. This contact is called ", '. ~'.' 

"strolcing" and its importance is demonstrated by the expres.,. 

sions "If you are not stroked, your.spinal cord will shrivel 

[up,," (Berne. 1964. PI! 14) 

However, since this type of contact is not readily 

available or deemed appropriate for adult human beings, people 

begin to compromise or subliminate their desire for intimate 

physical contact~ This compromising process continues until 

even a nod of recognition begins to serve as a stroke" Thus 

the infantile stimulus~hunger evolves to become in the adult~ 

a recognition-hunger, As this, compromising increases in 

complexity. each individual differs in his search for 

recognition and it is this difference that provides the variet 

in social interaction and tends to form the person's future. 

The term stroking. then, extends its meaning to include acts I, 

which imply recognition of anothers presence. A stroke may 

thus be used as the fundamental unit of social action. 

An exchange of stroltes !=!onstitutesatransaction~ which 

is the unit of soc ial inte:rcourse.. ,. Transac tional Analysis is 

the method of examining this. one transaction wherein I do 

something to you and you do something back$ .... " (Harris, 

1969tPP. 12....13) 

This premise then, provides the basis for, the defining, 

of ~he whole TA system as the analyzation of transactions 

between human beingsi the defining of the most basic dynamic 

of human beha~ior in terms of recognition or acceptance; and 



definingtne language of the system with acceptance terms such 

as "OKII and "Not OK,," 


The second premise of TA consists of a common sense 

, , 

, ~b~ervation concerning the nature of man'; Tht'oughout history, 

~~n from Socrates to Freud have had a consistent view that man 

[has a mul:t;iple nature. ,That is, there,seems to be evidenee 
, ' 

that man' has mor.e' than one side~ evidence' given by the struggle 

Ibetweenwhat ceuJ,d be called the good (higher) nature of' man 

, la.ndth~ 'bad '(loWttr) nature ,6f man" Transactional Analysis 

continue$in,this tradition with their description of the 

WersQnality. This premise expands the definition of Trans... 

~ctiana.1Analysis to the method of "determining which part 
, ' 

of the multiple.."natured individual is 'coming on' in the 

transaction;'" (Harris t 1969. pe 13) and describes the per"" 

sonal!tyusing the;,ntenns, "Parent lf ego state. "Adult" 'ego 

state. and "Cbild" ~go sta.te. The term ego state itself will 

be further explained. by the next premise" that dealing with 

the results of intra~cranial stimulation. 

Eoth Eric Berne and ThQrnas Harris 01te the work of 

Penfield who used an eleotric probe on the temporal'cortex of 
, ' 

the brain in epilectic pa.tients.. (Berne; '1961. and Harris 1969 

To give a. detailed aacoun{ of 'Penfield' s workweuld not 

facilitate the purpose of thi$ paper" Therefore. only the 
, ' 

summary conclusions as given by Berne and Ha.rris will be uaed s 

There conclusions are; 

a ) the brain ·!unetions ,as ~,J1~gij, "fidelity tape, recorder. 
b) the subject feels,again the;,,'$motion which the, 
Situation originally produced iii him. and he is aware of 
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th~ same interpetations.-trueor false, which he himself 
gave to the experience- in-the first place.. Thus the 
evoked recollection is not the exact photographic or 
phonographic reproductions of past scenes and events. 
It is reproduction of what the parient saw and heard and 
felt and understood I . (Berne, 1961, Pel?)
c) SUch evocations are discrete, and 'not fused with 
other, similar experiences,' . . 
d} _ peJ!'~ons .can exist in two states at the same time. 
The patient knew he wa$ on the operating table talking
with Penfield; he equally knew he was seeing the 'Seven"" 
Up BottlingCol'llpanyo e .. and Harrision BaltSi"Ye (Patient'.
evoked recollection) (HarriS, 1969. p& 11)
e) These recorded experiences and feelings associated 
with them are available for replay today iri as vivid a 
form as when they happened and provide much t,')f the data 
which determines the nature of today's transactionse 
(Harris, 1969. p. 11). 

The$9 conelu~ions, then, provide an important basis for 

the manner in which the Parent, Adult, and Child sections of 

the personality are defined, whichwll1 be seem clearer in 

the following section. As stated previously they are defined 

primarily in terms of ego .states" The term ego state is 

defined phenomenolo.gically as a system f:eelings related to a 

given subjecte (Berne, 1961, p .. 17) 

The discussion of these basic premises has shown the 

link between specific premises 'and the whole Transactional 

Analysis system.. with this basic understand1ng,thispaper 

can now turn to the actual defining of the TA system I its 

terms and language. its schema of human relationships and life 

positions and thereby lay the final foundation for TA's 

application to the theories of sexual maturity. 

Section 2: Ia.nguage and Terms 

Transactional AnalysiS is defined as the method of 
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termining which. part of the multipleenatured individu~l is 

eoming-on" in the transaction wherein I do something to you 

you do something b~ck. In this method, TA uses a specific 

a.ge and set of terms which have standardized .definitions 

limitations based upon the premises discussed. In this . 

ection, then, theTA terms Parent,.Adult., a.nd. Child will be 

iewed first as to their definition, secondly, how·they enter 

or affect transactions, and thirdly, how they".:lead"".::;rt;o,.ithe 

life positions. 

Parent, Aqult" and Child are defined in terms of an ego 

tate, that is, a phenomenological system of feelings related 

a given subjecte It is the subject or focus of attention 


state that differentiates these realities of the 


ity. These can best be represented by Figure 1; 


bolizing that each ego state has a specific subject or 

source of input, and serves a different 

tion within the personality structure. {Berne, 196i, p. 31 

The Parent ego state 1s de"fined as a "tape" recording 

r"unquestioned or imposed external events as percieved by the 

hild during the first five years .of his life. (Harl!"is, 1969, 

o 18) The focus of attention or source of input is what the 

hears, and understands of his parents or parent 

bstitutes, actions and words. Because of the child'~ com~ 

dependance on others and la.clt of a well functioning 

ego state to inperpet reality,the Parent tape is 

The cnild takes everything outside of him literally 

t is, at fa.ce value, and thus recieves a "taught" ·concept 0 
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Figure 11 The PersonalitY-CHarris. 1969, po 18} 

Recordings of impose 
,unquestioned"
external events per
c~eved by a person
between birth and ag
five (a taught con~ 
cept of life) 

The mother and father 
become internalized 
in the Parent, 'as . 
recordings of what' 
the child observed 
them say and d0 8 

Figure 2t The Parent (Harris, 1969. p. 19) 
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~ife •. (Ha~rie, 1969* p. 19) Examples of Parental recordings 

lare I "Never tell a lie, It ilAll cops are bad." tiThe best people 

lare always Catholic." The dynamic which serves to form. this 

tape can best be shown by Figure 2, representing the sauro'e 

links for the Parent. 

The Parent has two functions viithin the persona.lity I 

one, to serve the individual when he ·has children of his own; 

land two, to malte many responses automatic ("This is the way 

it's done tl 
), conserving a great deal of time and energy so 

. as to free the Adult from having to make innumerable trivial 

decisions.. (Berns,. 1964, p. 27) 

In a personstransactibns,.the Parent can be active in 

two ways' directly or indirectly.. When the Parent is directly 

. active the person ·wl11act as his mother or father would act. 

When it is indirectly active, the person will act as nis 

mother and father would say to act. "In the firat case he 

(the person) b8comes one of them (Mother or Father). In the 

second he adapts himself to their requlrements e " (Berne, 1964, 

P. 26) 

The Child is defined as. a "tape" recording of the interna 

events. responses' to external events, felt by the child 

during the first five years of his life" (Harris. 1969. p. 24) 

While the Parent records the unedited external events, the 

Child rE!cords the reSponses to itt what he feels about what 

he sees and hearse In this connection it is important to 

recall Penfield's conclusions (See page 3). It is by these 

that the body of data in the child is d~fined ~nd understood•. 

http:persona.li
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Again, a$ with the Parent. th~ sourc~, of input for the 

Child is the parents or pa.rent substitute, for it is to them 

rthat a child will have most of his reaotions or responses. 

(Se~ Figure 3). An example of Child data is the feeling' of 

gUilt or "Not OKness" whell a ,child hears his mother yelling 

~t h~ for knocking over the vase. 

The Child also contains positive data for it provides 


the person with intultiono creativity,spontaneous drive, and 


en joyment & It is the emotional center for the personality. 


'The Child, like the' Parent, is exhibited in two forms within 

transactions; the adapted Child and the Natural Child. The 

Adapted Child is one who modifi.es his behavior undt;tr Parental 

Influence while the Natural Child is one of spontaneous 

, expression; rebellion or dreatlvity. (Berne. 1964. po 26~ 

The Adult si!ctionofthe personal!ty is defined as a 

t'eallty "compUter.'" The m013t complex of the ego atatas tit 

begins.to develop at approximately ,ten months of age when a 

child develops the power of locomotion. ,,'The Adult data 

begins to accumulate as a result of a. child's ability to 

diseo"ler for himself what differences 'in reality there are 

from the taught concept of the Parent and the felt concept 

of the Child. (Harris" 1969.PL 29) The Adult" then. develops 

a "thought" concept of life based on data gather~ng and data 

processiing (See Figure 4). 

The source of input or focus of attention for the Adult 

is thr~eefoldclt receives data from both the Parent and the 

Child. This ~ata, however" is termed archaic for aft$r five 

http:begins.to
http:modifi.es
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Recordings of internal 
events (feelings) in 

--~ response to external 
. 	 events (mostly mothe~ 

and father) between 
birth and age fiv.s, 
(a felt concept of 
life) 

Figure 3 I The Child (Harris, 1969, p. 25) 

Recording of external 
events taught concept 
of life 

Recording of data 
(10 months on~p-......., 	 acquired and computed

through exploration an 
testing (thought cone 
capt of life)

--+ Recording of internal 

Adult 

events (felt concept
of life 

Figure 41 
Adult at its conception (Harris, 1969, p .. 29) 
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~e~rs of age the "tapes" are consider~d complete and they 

remain the same throughout life. This archaic data. and the 

updated data rece.ived by the Adult through exploration and 

testing ·c.onstitute the input souPces .for the decision..,making 

process and probability extimating that is the function of the 

Adult (See Figure 5). 

The Adult bas two other functionsl that of updating 

~rohaio data, and that of regulating the Parent and Child. 

The updating function is accomplished by comparing the data 

in the Parent and Child with the experiences and reality that 

is present (See Figure 6). The regulating function serves 

to keep either the Parent or the Child .f1"'01l1 controlling the 

person's transactions, This isaocomplished by the Adult 

surveying the situation and deciding w.hich response is . 

appropriate 0 

The analysis and separation of these thre~ ego~states is 

the process called "structural analysis." This is concerned 

,,:1th the make up of one person while Transactional Analysi s 

is concerned with the malce""up of interpersonal relationshipse 

In the application to the theories of sexual maturity, the 

main empnasis will be the structural analysis process Q That 

is, the state of maturity as described by each author will be 

described using thee TA terms Parent. Adult, and Child. : The 

discussion. however. turns to the schema of transactions and 

the four life positions, these topics which will help to 

understand better the whole TA system and provide for a 

fuller application. to the sexual maturity theoriese 
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~_..... Computer, 

Data 
Bank Decisions 

Probability estimatin'(updated) 

Fig\1re 5:' 

Adult's Data. Sources (Harris'. 1969. pc 31) 
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Data Banlt"'"'~'''-__-",_ 

• 

>'"""-11:::::-

R 
Validated,
Updated. 

E 
Parent data A 
Updated Adult~__ L 

:[data 
Updated. T 
Appropriate--------~ Y 
Child data 

Figure 6: 

Adult~~Updating Function (Harris, 1969, p. 32) 
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Section 3 c Schema of Transactions 

"Transactions take place between the separate Ego~states 

f persons rather than between their total ,personalities." 

(English, Psycholo~ Today, April, 1973, p. 45) This fact 

sets up the development of a schema whereby we can objectively 

nalyze the transaction begin carried oute thus discovering 

hlch part of the personality is "comingeoon." "Trahsactions 


ay be classified, then, as complimentary or crossed, simple 


or ulterior, and ulterior transactions may be 'subdivided into 


angular and duplex types. II (Berne, 1964. p. 34) Comple.mentary 


tran~actions are of two types. those between psychological 

:tquals, such as Parent to Parent or Adult to Adult, and those 

between psychological unequals, such as Parent to Child. or 

Parent to Adult. These are demonstrated in 'Figures 7 and 8, 

with the vectors representing the transactional stimulus 

(I do something to you) and the transactional response (You 

do something back). The vectors are Plilrallel to show that 

communication is open and the transaction may be carried on 

indefinitely in this manner., (Berne, '1964, p" 30) 

Grossed transactions are also of two typesl the first8 

represented by Figure 9, consists of a,Child to Parent 

response to an Adult to Adult stimulus. the second, represente 

by Figure 10, consists of a Parent to Child response to an 

Adult to Adult stimuluse The crossed vectors indicate that 

communication is closed. the transaction ends. To reopen 

communication, one person will have to shift to a different 
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stimulus 

Figure 7t Complementary Transaction 

Type 1~ Psychological Equals (Berne, 1961, p. 93) 


Figure 8f Complementary ~ransaction 

Type 22 Psychological Unequal (Bernell 1961, p. 93) 
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Figure 9 * Crossed Transaction . 
Type .1,1; .'. Child' to: Parent Response (Berne,1961, p. 93) 

Figure 10: Crossed Transaction 

TYpe 2, Parent to Child Response (Berne, 1961, p. 39) 
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~go state which will parallel that of the other person, thus 

~ new transaction can begine 

·The simple transaction is one in which a single ego= 

state is active ineachpersone For example" each person's 

{\dult may be actively transaction while their Parent and Child 

arepassive e · This type of transa.ction". however. is .quite 

superficia.l a.nd is easily crossedft The UlterioJ:> transaction~ 

~n the 6therhal1d~ is one in which more:. than two ego states 

1ar e active simulta.neously. That is~ .there are two sets of 

vectors; one characterizing the social level of eommunicatlon~ 

the s~eond characterizing the psychological leval e (Berne-II 

1964,Pe 33) There are two types of the Ulterior transaction; 

angular, and duplex e 

The the angular transaction, one person is operating from 

. a single ego state on both levels of communicationa but his 

transactional stimulus is directed to two different ego states 

bf the. other person. SOc ia.lly, it appears that the transactio! 

~s Adult to Adult; on the psychological level, however, the 

[transaction is one of Adult to Child or·Adult to. Parent (See 

FigUre 11). In the duplex transaction there are four ego 

states active", Both persons are operatl:ng socially on the 

Adult to Adult level. but both are transacting psychologically 

on the Child to Child or Parent to Parent level (See Figure 

12 ) • (Berne" 1964, pp ~ :3:3 = 34 ) 

This completes the schema of relationShips, then~ with 

ParentI'! Adutt. and Child shoWn to be the. compcments. or agents 
, . . . 

within the system of So person'9 transac tiona" with regard to . 
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Figure 11: Angular Transaction, (Berne, 1964 e POI 34) 

timulus 

Soc ietal Level 

esponse 
___8.Um.Jll.t!.§.., _ ..;..... 

Psychological
Level 

- - mpO"fiS'§"' - - 

Agent 

Figure l!e Duplex Transaction (Berne, 1964.p. 34) 

~ 

' 
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hese three ego~states.'one further .point needs discussion. 

hat is. how they lead to the four life positions e 

section 42 Four Life· Positions 

As previously stated. the Parent and Child are "tape 

eoordings" of the external and internal events that occured 

uring the first five years of life. At approximately three 

ears of age, a Person subconsciously or nonverbally makes a 

eclsion about his life position or stanoe on the basis of 

tnese tapes. (Harris e 1964, p. 43)' That is., a life position 

is developed on the person's feelings about himself and othe;rs 

Having one of these. stances means a person 1001\'.5 at himself 

nd the world, in every situation, in every instance. with 


the framework his position anq its implications provides. 


Transactional Ana.lysis. as proposed by Harris e lists 


. four such life positionsz I'm not OK""""You're OK, I'm not OK--

You're not OK; I'm OKe=You're not OK; ~nd I'm OK~eYou·reOK. 

(Harris e 1969, p. 4) Fanita E'nglish' in a later development 

dds a fifth position. I'm OK",,~sober-=and~cYou're OK. . " 

(English, Psychology Today, APTil. 197). P. 48) 

I'm not OK=~You're OK is the position of a dependant 

immature child who. sees no worth in himself as compared to all 

"the talents and wo~th of others. !~m not OK"",.,.You·re not OK is 

position of dispair, the person sees no wOl"th in either 

himself or in others. he feels like quitting and getting out 

of the whole mess" r'm OK......You·re not OK is called·the 

criminal position for the person sees whatever he does as good 
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and at the same time sees, no worth in other people .. This 

person, then, would have little regard for the laws and values 

pf others; only his own would' count.. r'm OKc:;. ...You·re OK is the 

~ost actively mature position of the original four.. The 

!person holding this stance sees that hais worthwhile and 

~as things to offer while at the sam_e time seeing other people 

:as worthwhile and having,valuable things to offer him. The 

~ifth position, I'm OK~~sober~~and~eYou're OK deseribesa 

person who has confronted andaceepted human imperfection, 

yet enjoys being human.. (English, April, 19738 ~. 48) This 

person has seen the bad things in life and in,other people as 

well,as in himself and yet decides that while some things are 

~ot OK~~others (most) are OKe It see~s to be a more exper~ 

ianced position than that of I'm OK~=You're OK~, That is, this 

person has seen much of the bad in life and yet still sees 

himself and others as OK. 

These five positions, then, are built uponi firs't by the 

data recordings of the Parent, second the feelings recordings 

of the Child, and third, the reality testing of the well ... 

functioning Adult. mus Parent, Adult, and Child are ~irectly 

involved in the decision of a position, and the precess 

involved in arriving at a mature view of life e 

The discussion of Transactional Analysis, then, is com

pleted. having co~ered TA'S basic premises, language and 

terms,it"s schema of human relationships, and the positions 

one can hold in lifee This paper now turns to the application 

nf Transaotion AnalYsis to the theories of sexual maturitY-a 
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~o show that TA can withstand the test of huma~ experience 

~n its application to theories of sexual'maturity .. 
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CHAPTER II 


M APPLICATION 


The application of Transactional Analysis to the theories 

of sexual maturity will deal with main points in three books, 

which. in turn, deal with a specific aspect of that maturity. 

Why ~ I Afraid l$!. ~? by John Powell (1967) is used for 

discussion of matu~ity in general. ~ 1 Love? by John F. 

McGoey, SFM (19(1) discusses sexual maturity within the con~ 

text of controlling and using the sexual emotions, and 

Kennedy's !h!!. ~ Sexuality (1972) shows the immaturity of the 

popular myth he calls liAs Long as Nobody else is Hurt!" 

The form. of this application will be a translation or 

interp~etation of each authors ideas into the TA terminology 

or schema of tho~ght. 

Why Am 1 Afraid to Love? 

In the discussion of maturity in general, Powell states. 

The patterns of maturity are recognized in. the. ability 
to go out to others, to get along with them.· to exercise 
a resonable self~sufficiency, to set realistic goals, 
to exercise discretion to differentiate the important 

. and unimportant things in life. flexibility, adaptabilit 
and emotional stability& (Powell, 1961~ p. 48) 

In TA terminology this means: The ability to give 

strokes,and carryon complementary transactions, to have a 

well functioning Adult that is not influenced too greatly by 

other people, or the Parent and Child" to test reality and 

make good value judgements concerning life on the Rasis of 
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experience and thought and to have each part of the personal.,. 

ity in its proper: role. 

Powelle then further defines these patterns of 

matura.tion into four main a.reas: intellectual" emotional, 

social,'and moral maturitYe Intellectual maturity is that 

ability t'o form one's own opinions, 'respecting those of others 

but not leaning upon theme It consists of taking into ,account 

situational factors and the advice of others while main o 

taining the self.,.sufficiency to malta decisions and accept 

the responsibility for them. That is. the intellectually 

mature man "ana.lyzes the 'problem, considers the alternatives, 

makes a decision, and lives with that decision .. " (Powell, 

1967. p .. 49) 

Powell, translated into, the TA schemfJ" is tal!ting about 

a well-functioning Adulta As will be recalled, the Adult 

serves as the reality computer or thought center for the 

personality. In this capacity, the formation of opinions, 

'analysis,of problems and making of decisions are the natural' 

fUnctions of the Adult" The elements of 'the well-functioning 

Adult are those of the intellectually mature man. That is. 

to be well-functioning the Adult has to: make good use of 

its threefold source of input. the Parent, the Child, and 

'. 	 experience; be free of oontamination or too great an 

influen'ce "by 0 the, Parent or the Child I, and constantly updating 

the archaic tapes by a test against experience (which 

represents naw knowledge) ,and the reality of the world. With 

these, then, a man h~s the ability of the intellectually 
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mature or the Adulte 

:Emotional rnaturity is a man 8 s acceptance of all his 

emotions and the ability to keep them under reasonable 

control" This means living throtighemotional s1tuations . 

without falling apart I tatting critic ism withou t being deeply 

hurt. sorrow without disl>airlgrievences without pouting; 

or faoing a situation. without running awaY6 Emotional· 

maturity means too, not being overcome by "childish fears and 

anxiety ~ .. 

Uniike intellectual maturity'which lathe function of 

one ego""state, emotional stability or maturity requires a 

\Vell,.,developed relationship between the Adult and, the Child ", 

Within TA. the Child has been. defined as the emotional center 

of the personality and as such is the primary source for a 

pers(;m8 s feelings" However.· the 'acceptanoe and the reason"" 

a.ble control must come from the Adult.· As a ~egUla.tor. the 

Adult sizes up the situation and decides what emotiona.l 

responses, if any. isappr.opriate~ As a re~lity tester" the 

Adult views the e~otive tape and decides if a particular 

response is still worthwhile ,or whether it is a. totally 

inadequate feeling based upon childish·thought (or carel~ss 

anxieties) • The full dynamics involved in emotional maturity 

will be shown more clearly when dealing with MCGoey's
. 

thoughtS. on the sexual emotiOns .. ' 

Social maturity is that ability to go out to others and 

relate well1 building meaningful relationships. It requires 

bala.nce. between dependence and total self... independence. which 



means being able to work within society and livG according 

to its laws and conventions. Social maturity also means an 
ability to subordinate oneself to group needs and ideals 

while aiso finding work can be interesting in spite of its 

unpleasant and boring aspects. 

This type of ma.turity is the ability of the whole per

sonality rather than one ago=state to carryon complimentary 

transactions. That is, to be able to give strokes to others 

and to shift eg~ states according to the need of the 

eituatione SOeial'maturi~y requires the position of I'm OK~~ 

You're OK. for this position allows self~Bufficieney while 

realizing the value of what other people have to .offer. 

Again the well functioning Adult':is,',necessary to size up a 

situation and to deoide whe'ther a Parent. Adult. or Child 

response is appropriate. It 1s this type of maturity too, 

that deman.ds a good awareness of all types of transa.ctions 

from simple to duplex. 

The final type of maturity within Powell's sohema is 

moral maturity; "characterized by the devotion to moral idea.l!! 

and the ability to live them auto" .While the morals of a 

child are instinctual and adopted from his parents, in 

adolescence, the growing perso'n begins to develop, in an 

intelligent manner, moral v,alues of his own 0 As he matures, 

a person's ideals become more realistic, consistent. and 

deep. 

The maturity of values, within the TA schema, i~ one 

that follows from other decisions concerning worthe That is, 
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as the person grows,· he maltes an unconscious (instinctual) 

decision about himself and others, whether each is OK or not 

OK. On the basis of this decision, other things either hold 

value for the person or they are worthless. 

The dynamic from ohildhood to adolescence in Powell's 

thought is easily shown in the TA terms 8 .The instinctual 

moral ideals of the Child are those of the parents, In TA 

this is represented by the taught concept of life or the 

Parent" . As the Adult begins to form and finally o.perate on 

its own. it natu~ally questions the Parent tape containing 

those moral ideas. If the. Adult sees that they are worth~ 

while, they become a.n even· deeper part of the per-sonality.· 

Using. Powell's ideas on maturity in general as a basis the 

application of TA now turns 1;0 MCGOey~ s thoughts on the 

sexual emotions andsexua,l maturity" 

Dare I Love? 

Within his boolt Dare 1. Love? MCGoey presents ideas first 

on the emotionally mature man and the role that emotions play 

in the persona.lity'. He etates : 

,The emotionally mature man is the one who can enjoy all 
the pleasure that is good for him and aceept·none that 
is harmful. who can accept all the pain that is bene ... 
ficial to him and reject all that is unecessarYe ... 
The proper role of the emotions is·in the order. I feel. 
I think. tact; eg8 I feel angry. T decide on a bene"" 
ficial course of action& I carry it out. (1971. P. 20) 

, , 

For the Transactional Analyst. this again stresses the 

ralao! the Adult in the emotionally mature mane Through 

the knowledge gained by experience in daily life. the Adult 

0 
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learns which responses are appropriate. which are noi.;. By 

it's regulating function, which serves not only as a check 

for the Child but as a source of cont~ct and communication, 

the Adult knows what the Child is feeling.· If the·Adult 

is in control. it can survey the situation. and decide what 

action to talte c 

McGoey explains that emotional problems arise when a 

person allows the emotions to dominate judgement. thereby 

acting on impulse"rather than consideration of the circum"" 

stances. He gives the example of a lion face to face with a 

man. one man will faint, another will scream, one· freezes, 

while another picks upa rifle and shoots. Only in the last 

situation did the man feel, think. and act, in the others, 

the men felt and acted, thus their actions were completely 

dominated by what they felte 

It seems that McGoey's thoughts f~ed directly into the 

schema of Transactional Analysis. The danger or problems of 

emotions controlling the person is that of a Child~contamc> 

inated Adulte That is,when the Child dominates or influence~ 

too greatly the Adult, the Adult ts -not .free to think out the 

situationa "it's d.eoisionis clouded by the emotional stimulus 

of the Child. In McGoey's examplee the first thr~e men 

acted as their Child tapes directedf actions learned from 

childhood situations. with the fourth,. the Adult was free 

to feel the emotion from the Child and then decide that the 

best response was to shoot the Ilone 

Sexual maturity to McGoey is much the same as emotional 
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maturity,for sexual maturity' is tht! ability to exercise 

reasonable control (as opposed to comple,te ~t:!pr~ssio:n) of the 

sexual emotions.,' While these are stronger than many emotions" 

they are not so strong as others such as anger, fear, or even 

insecurityo The sexual emotions are funda.n'u~ntal to man. 

arising from the fact that.l:man is a sexual being, but that 

fact does not make the sexual emotions irrestlble& To 

Me Goey it takes· the same dyrlantic or relati,onship between 

feeling and thinking to have the proper control of the 

sexual feelings. 

Like McGoey, TA uses the same dynamics f()r sexual 

maturity that are used for maturity in general_ That is. 

a close relationship between Child a.nd 'Adult. To f!xplain, 

within th$TA ~ehema, the sexual emotions as fundamental to 

a person, one needs to recall the d.finition of the Parent' 

and Child egostatesc Respectlv.elYII they represent the 

taught and felt concepts of iife for the personalityco 

Through these ego stateslI. a child learns that he 1s male or 

female (as the case may be) and which 'actions are appropriate 

for hime For example, the child is taught that girls play 

with dolls and boys play with baseball" Since the sexual 
- . 

roles are the primary things taught in life, they 'become 

primary in a 
\ 

person's view of himseifand the way he relates 

to other~¢ 

Unlike the other emotions, however. to McGoey the sexual 

emotions must be discussedwithln the cQntextuf the mores 
. . 

and customs of the period" in order to be under~tood. The 
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reason for this, is that society (more specifically, one's 

parents) teaches, when a sexual act is appropriate e In one 

situation., sexual intercourse is a correct response (as in 

marriage) while in other cil"cumstances it is wrong (as in 

pre-marital situations). Within our society, however. the 

tendency is for promisQuity;based upon the sexual feelings 

which people blindly follow without thinkinge 

McGoey·s 'ideas concerning the need for the context of 

mores and customs of society. refers to, the need Of uncal''''' 

standing the Parental tape concerning the sexual emotionse 

Unlike most other emotions. the sexual feelings in the Child 

. are accompanied by a series of direotive's within the Parent& 

which leads to the distinction between the Natural and 

Adapted Child (reter to Chap!' 1)" Through the Child thought 

processes (termed "Martian" thinking).{(Berne, 197.2. p. 104) 

the Adapted Child learns to behave in ways that are acceptable 

to the Parents Meanwhile, the Natural Child seeks means to 

~xpress itself; finding an outlet through "cop out.. thinking. 

"Thus a girl who is instructed by her parents not to lose her 

virginitymay have mutual masturbation or perform fellatio' 

or a variety of other. sexual acts which enable her to obey 

IIthe letter of the parental'law" " • (Berne, 1972, p. 105) 

wlilleallowlng. her to let loose· the sexua.l emotions in her 

Natural Child~ This seems to.be a qui~e plausible explanation 

for society's attitude toward saXe With a society engaged in 

cop out thinking, each person's Natural-Child is allo\ved to 

express itself. thereby cutting out the Adult's controlling 
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function~ This societal attitude is viewed deeper in 

Kennedy's chapter on the "As long as Nobody Else is Hurt" 

myth .. 

The "As Long as Nobody Else is Hurt" Myth 

Kennedy begins the discussion of this myth with the 

general topic of the "new morality" a tel"tTl used here to 

denote the attitudes of,today's society concerning sex" 

He states that this concept is misunderstood, for in actuality 
" . 

it is a high ideal effectivehowever,"only in terms of the 

maturity,self...knowledge. self"'discipline and honest judgement 

,of those who propose to employ ite" (Kennedy, 1972, p" 135) 

The new morality emphas~zes the individuals' responsibility 

to inspect his own circumstances and the possible consequences 

of his decisions, .It,demanQs a careful self=search by each 

man and woman, a frank and real honesty, and a wi,lll.ngness to 

go beyond the immediate to the far~reaching consequences of 

their responsibilitiesa The proponests of the new morality 

however, while talking about the present situation. forget 

the links of history, values and other relationships with 

that 8ituation" 

Lilee Powell and McGoey. Kennedy emphasises the need for 

a contamination-free Adult working in close links with the 

Child. The self~knowledge comes as a result of the updating 

function of the Adult, which views the tapes of both the 

Parent and Child and reviews its own thinkings bringing it 

into correlation with realitYa Again the importance of the 
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Adult view of the situa.tion is stressed but Kennedy also adds 

the dimension of depth to the' problem of ,circumstantial 
. .. . 

review. That ~s, each situation is preceded by the person's 

experiences (recorded within data bank)s his value judgements 

concerning himself and others! life in general, and a gamut of 

transactions some of which have formed into lasting and close~ 

realtionshipse 

The standard of the new morality, as Kennedy explains, 

seems to be whether anyone else is.hurt or whether. the 

partners are hurting each other!! The. notion has been that ,if 

affection is present, thenpreemarital sex is ok, for affectio 

means a good relationship has been formed. The myth, however 

Qomes in the assumption that sexual intimacy includes 

relational maturity. While obviously some couples approach 

pre<=>marital sex with a genuine intimacy, most often sexual 

intimacy is used as a shorter route to attafning relatio.ml 

~aturity and genuine intimacy, thereby not taking the effort 

or ttme to develop the relationshipo (Kennedy, 1972) 

The myth. explained in the TA terminology, is that the 

couples are trying to progress from areletively superficial 

level of transacting via sexual intimacy to a deeper level of 

transacting. This shift can not be made successfully since 

each level of transactions entails its own dynamics and 

maturity. Recall the destinetions involved from the simple 

to the duplex transactions. The former entails only a 

social, superficial. complementary state while the latter 

entails both a social and a psychological level of com~ 
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plementation. Maturity on.a transaotion level requires a 

person to relate on that level, thereby learning its dynamic,s& 

The s0.xual a.ctcan not give this knowledge or matu1"ity and thu 

is inadequate as a short circuit to a deeper level of 

transa.cting. 

One of' the reasons postted. by· .Kennedy for this new 

morality. is the apparertt hyproerisy of the older generation on 

the subjeot of sexuallty& He further .asl1;rert~ that there are 

various reasons for the young becoming invoived in preemarital 

seXa a sense of rebellion against parental teaching, a sense 

of independence, "l can malte my own choices." a testimony for 

the. young of their sexuality and even a sense of powero 

(Kennedy, 1972) 

The reason posited by Kenne~y for the new morality s~ems 

to be a sound one when translated into 'fA. As a person grows., 

the Adult begins to reevaluate (upda.te) what he has been 

taught as represented by the Parent. When the Adult. then sees 

the reality of today, wlthmany of the older generation 

enjoying this· open season on sex, it draws the conclusion 

that the Parental' teaching is worthless. The Adult now 

without the guiding pri:ncip1es of the Parent, .seeks out new 

principles based on the present situation. It seems to forget 

however, tha.t the present situati-on is linked to both va.lues 

and relationships, past and future. Kennedy's rea.sons for 

engagement in pre"",marital sex ca.n also be understood with TAe 

In Kennedy's first reason, he is talking abou.t the Natural 

child seekin~ to express itself~ This expressiantakes the 
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form of rebellion against parental teaching ~hrough the 

sexual acto With regard to the second reason, the Adult 

while seeking self-sufficiency, becanes contaminated by the 

Child ,seeking release. and thus chooses'sex as l3. means to 

independence. Use of pre"'marital sex as a. t'estimony of one's 

sexuality a.rises from the life position'I'm Not OK."..,You're OK, 

which places the burden of proving OKness on the individual 

who holds this life stance. The sense of power gained from 

pre...marital sex is also a manifestation of this life position 

(not OK......OK) in which the person seales to overcome his Not 

oroness by reasoning that "if I can seduce or havesex'with 

you, then I will be' as OK as you. II ' 

Kennedy makes two final points in his discussion of this 

myths the first is the observation that virgins- seem to have 

less trouble with marriage because of their ego strength than 

thos~ who have engaged in pre~marital sex; the second is the 

observation that when pre ..marital sex is expressed in adverse 

circumstanoes, individuals are bitterly disappointed when 

they find there is no long .term a,.ffection or lovel} 

In the first observation~ it seems that the reason 

virgins have less trouble with marriage is that their Adult 

is mature and wel1efunctioning. Becaus~ it has followed its 

values and lived a.gainst the experience of opposing views, 

it has become strengthened to deal with the problems of 

mar~iage in a mature way. The second observation shows that 

it iS e in truthe a myth to think that a deeper level of 

transaction can be reached via s~xualintercourse.For both 
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, 

Kennedy and TAt there is no short route to mature relation

ships. 



CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this thesis has been to show the value of 

T,ransactional Analysis as a psychological theory through its 

ppllcation in the area of human development called sexual 

aturity~ The ideas of John Powell. John MCGoey, and Eugene 

Kennedy have been valu~ble insights into personal maturity 

in general and more specifically sexual maturity& The 

translation and interpretation of these insights into the TA 

language has provided a good test ,of this system" on 
-
the 

basis of the proficiency and facility of its application to th 

ideas of the three authors. it seems safe to conclude that 

Transactional Analysis is a valuable contribution to the 

study of human behavior I a contribution that may have a 

profound effect on man's view of mankind. 
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